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Abstract. We performed an exploratory study to examine the effects of speech-enabled input on a cognitive task
involving analysis and annotation of objects in aerial reconnaissance videos. We added speech to an information
fusion system to allow for hands-free annotation in order to examine the effect on efficiency, quality, task success,
and user satisfaction. We hypothesized that speech recognition could be a cognitive-enabling technology by reducing
the mental load of instrument manipulation and freeing up resources for the task at hand.

Despite the lack of confidence participants had for the accuracy and temporal precision of the speech-enabled input,
each reported that speech made it easier and faster to annotate images. When speech input was available, participants
chose speech over manual input to make all annotations. Several participants noted that the additional modality was
very effective in reducing the necessity to navigate controls and in allowing them to focus more on the task. Quantita-
tive results suggest that people could potentially identify images faster with speech. However, people did not annotate
better with speech (precision was lower, and recall was significantly lower). We attribute the lower recall/precision
scores to the lack of undo and editing capabilities and insufficient experience by naı̈ve users in an unfamiliar domain.

This formative study has provided feedback for further development of the system augmented with speech-enabled
input, as our results show that the availability of speech may lead to improved performance of expert domain users
on more complicated tasks.
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Introduction

This experiment was designed to measure improve-
ments in human performance by integrating enabling
technologies into an existing operational system.
Specifically, the experiment examines the effects of
speech-enabled input on the Multi-Source Intelligence
Integration and Analysis (MSIIA) system (Hansen,
1997, described below) in performing a simple task in-
volving the analysis and annotation of objects in aerial
reconnaissance videos. The objective was to demon-
strate quantifiable enhancements to human cognitive
ability in an operational military environment.

The MSIIA system is an information fusion sys-
tem that allows imagery analysts to view and an-
notate multiple streams of visual data for airborne
surveillance and reconnaissance activities. We added
speech to a component of the system for optional

hands-free input of annotations. We hypothesized that
speech recognition could be a cognitive-enabling tech-
nology by reducing the mental load of instrument ma-
nipulation and freeing up resources for the task at
hand.

Background and Motivation

Military operators are often put into complex human-
computer interactive environments that have been
shown to fail in stressful situations. The DARPA
(Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) Aug-
mented Cognition program (2001) proposes to develop
technology to enhance human performance using in-
trinsic capabilities (i.e., brain function) through scien-
tific principles that have previously been inadequately
exploited in human-computer system designs. The
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mission is to develop and demonstrate quantifiable
enhancements to human cognitive ability in diverse,
stressful, operational environments.

The Augmented Cognition effort plans to develop
and implement strategies of multiple sensory inputs
and mixed initiatives between human- and computer-
generated interactions. The specific hypothesis is that
freeing up more cognitive resources, augmented by
computer intelligence to aid in context awareness, will
create a better human-computer symbiosis. The goal
is to move away from the current paradigm of human
learning the system and move towards the human and
machine cooperating to solve problems and arrive at
decisions.

Knowledge of human cognitive functions has en-
abled us to imagine automation systems in which
the human-computer interface is less obtrusive, and
collaboration could more closely resemble human-
human interactions (involving anticipation, mixed-
initiative interactions, dialogue, gesturing, etc.). One
of the challenges facing the Augmented Cognition pro-
gram is designing these interfaces based on cognition.
Historically, graphical user interfaces are organized
by application, not by content, and they are largely
uni-modal.

Multi-modal interfaces appear to be an intuitive way
to tailor an interface to the user’s cognitive state, instead
of forcing the user to adapt to the interface. Oviatt and
Cohen (2000) state, “A profound shift is now occurring
toward embracing users’ natural behavior as the center
of the human-computer interface. Multi-modal inter-
faces are being developed that permit our highly skilled
and coordinated communicative behavior to control
system interactions in a more transparent experience
than ever before.” These emerging multi-modal sys-
tems offer “expressive, transparent, efficient, robust,
and mobile human-computer interaction.” Oviatt and
Cohen believe that, for many applications, multi-modal
systems will eventually replace standard graphical user
interfaces of today’s systems.

Mellor et al. (1996) also see the future of human-
computer interactions in terms of multiple interac-
tion modes. They state: “The choice of interaction de-
vices and the combination of these devices in a true
multi-modal interface will depend on many factors;
the individual component performance, user experi-
ence and ability, the computer application and funda-
mental properties of the various interface modalities
can all be expected to influence the overall interface
design.”

Multi-modality does not necessarily entail using
speech. Why do we hypothesize that the addition of
speech might be effective? Graphical user interfaces
(GUIs) and direct manipulation interfaces (DMIs) his-
torically have provided interactive environments re-
sulting in increased user acceptance, helping the users
concentrate on tasks as the systems become more trans-
parent (Shneiderman, 1983). However, some believe
systems can become truly transparent only if the in-
terface allows for the hands-free, eyes-free interaction
provided by speech (Grasso et al., 1998). In addition,
GUIs and DMIs are limited in other ways, including
support for identifying objects not visible and for iden-
tifying and manipulating large sets of objects (Cohen,
1992). Cohen suggests that GUIs/DMIs and speech
recognition interfaces have complementary strengths
and weaknesses that could be utilized in multi-modal
systems.

Furthermore, in many situations when conven-
tional means of human-computer interaction (via key-
board/mouse or using a display) are neither feasi-
ble nor desirable, speech can be indispensable. Even
when standard interaction modes are possible, speech-
enabled input can be supplementary (Rosenfeld et al.,
2001). In fact, it is doubtful that speech could com-
pletely replace the keyboard and mouse in all applica-
tions (Rudnicky et al., 1994), but the ideal future in-
terface will support a combination of input modalities
from which the user can select, specific to a task. The
flexibility of multi-modal systems allows users to ex-
ercise their own judgment in tailoring their input style
to specific tasks and in using a combination of several
modes (Oviatt, 2000; Rudnicky, 1993). If two or more
input modes provide parallel or duplicate functional-
ity, users can alternate their choice of input modes to
reduce the likelihood of errors or resolve existing ones
(Oviatt, 2000; Oviatt and Cohen, 2000). From a us-
ability perspective, this flexibility makes multi-modal
interfaces better at facilitating error avoidance and re-
covery than uni-modal speech systems (Oviatt, 2000).
Oviatt (1996) demonstrates clear task performance and
user preference for multi-modal interfaces over uni-
modal speech interfaces: 10% faster task completion,
23% fewer words, 35% fewer task errors, and 35%
fewer spoken disfluencies.

It was predicted decades ago that automatic speech
recognition and text-to-speech output would rev-
olutionize the human-computer interface, allowing
completely natural and error-free communication
(Rosenfeld et al., 2001; Waterworth, 1987). Since
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performance levels of speech input/output devices
have not improved according to predictions, “conver-
sational” computers are still not quite reality. Natural
interaction is not the only benefit or goal of speech
interaction, however. We can interact through speech
while using other facilities (e.g., eyes and hands) since
speech does not require focused attention (Rosenfeld
et al., 2001). Speech can be used as a shortcut for
long navigational paths (as can keyboard shortcuts in
well-designed manual interfaces), to facilitate selec-
tion in information-rich environments, and in “hands-
busy” and “eyes-busy” situations (Grasso et al., 1998;
Rosenfeld et al., 2001; Shneiderman, 2000).

There are arguments against speech being a
cognitive-enabling technology. Grasso et al. (1998)
note that, since speech is temporary, spoken informa-
tion “can place extra memory burdens on the user and
severely limit the ability to scan, review, and cross-
reference information.” “Speech is slow for present-
ing information, is transient and therefore difficult to
review or edit, and interferes significantly with other
cognitive tasks” (Shneiderman, 2000). Shneiderman
argues that it is difficult to speak and solve problems at
the same time since speaking uses cognitive resources.
Speaking and listening are controlled by the same part
of the brain that stores information and solves prob-
lems, but hand-eye coordination occurs elsewhere in
the brain so people can easily type or use the mouse
while solving a problem. Oshika1 concurs, noting, “A
main aspect in the notion of ‘cognition-enabling’ is the
performance and interaction of the speech interface it-
self. If the interface requires cognitive effort to use
(confirming dialogues, a different way of structuring
the input, etc.) and makes errors, then at some point it
becomes more trouble than it is worth.”

It may be that different types of mental processes
(e.g. problem-solving) are inefficiently mixed with
speaking, while other types are quite compatible. Cog-
nitive research shows that spatial processes (which the
MSIIA system requires) may be efficiently mixed with
spoken output. Wickens and Hollands (1999) report,
“Data from multiple-task studies indicate that spatial
and verbal processes. . . whether functioning in percep-
tion, working memory, or response, depend on separate
resources and that this separation can often be associ-
ated with the two cerebral hemispheres (Polson and
Friedman, 1988). The separation of spatial and verbal
resources seemingly accounts for the high degree of
efficiency with which manual and vocal outputs can be
time-shared. . . ”

In summary, some researchers claim that speech in-
terfaces can be effective when used in conjunction with
other modalities so that the complementary strengths
of multiple, integrated modalities can emerge. These
integrated modalities can result in the system inter-
face becoming more transparent to the user. Finally,
this transparency can allow the user to shift cognitive
resources from the interface to the task at hand. We
specifically test this claim in our experiment, described
below.

The Experiment

Our experiment was designed to test the following
hypotheses:

• People can annotate images in video segments faster
with the MSIIA system augmented by speech.

• People can annotate images in video segments bet-
ter with the MSIIA system augmented by speech.
(Better is defined as target items more accurately an-
notated.)

• People prefer speech-enabled input to manual input
when annotating images in video segments in the
MSIIA system.

We designed a within-subjects, counterbalanced ex-
periment in which eight participants were asked to iden-
tify and annotate images in two different video seg-
ments. We controlled one independent variable: input
mode (i.e., manual input only versus manual input with
the addition of speech-enabled input).

Each participant was tested under both system con-
figurations. The order in which the conditions were
used was switched from one participant to the next
so as to counterbalance any confounding effects. Un-
der each mode, the participants performed one training
trial and one test trial. The training trials were used to
familiarize the participants with the task as well as the
input mode. The test video segments were longer (∼10
minutes each) and more content-rich than the training
video segments. Two different video segments were
used for the two test trials, and for purposes of this
experiment, we assumed that the video segments were
approximately equivalent. To account for any slight dif-
ferences in the video segments, we alternated the order
in which the two segments were administered. Table 1
itemizes the four different treatment conditions (where
order matters).
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Table 1. The four experimental treatment conditions consist of
combinations of two input modes, two video clips, and alternating
orders of both.

1st Test trial 2nd Test trial

Clip Input mode Clip Input mode

1 C Manual D + Speech-enabled

2 D Manual C + Speech-enabled

3 C + Speech-enabled D Manual

4 D + Speech-enabled C Manual

As this was meant to be an exploratory evaluation,
we ran the experiment on a small sample size: two par-
ticipants under each treatment condition. A series of
pilot studies was run to help debug the training materi-
als, questionnaires, task complexity, choice and length
of video segments, and a set of annotation tags.

Participants were asked to review the two video clips
and look for structures, terrain, and vehicles that might
reveal the presence of military or the existence of a
possible war zone. Guidelines for identifying specific
objects were provided. The participants were told to
mark each of the identified objects with an appropriate
annotation tag. This task was chosen as being represen-
tative of real-world airborne surveillance and recon-
naissance activities while being sufficiently simple to
allow control over experimental design. For one video
clip, participants were permitted to use only the manual
interface to make annotations; speech and/or manual
mode were permitted for the other.

We solicited eight volunteers, all of whom were tech-
nical employees. No attempt was made to select partic-
ipants on demographic characteristics or on computer
skills; the volunteers were chosen based on their will-
ingness to participate and on their availability.

For the experiment sessions, we used a dedicated So-
laris workstation to run the MSIIA system. Before each
session, the MSIIA system was launched and config-
ured so that each participant had the same view into the
system, and the controls were positioned in a standard
layout. Figure 1 shows the setup of the MSIIA system.
The video window, in the upper right hand corner, dis-
played the video clips loaded by the experimenters. The
user controls for the video window were positioned to
the left. Below the video window was an annotation
palette, a tool for selecting tags and annotating images
in the video.

The user control window provided controls for play-
ing, pausing, and stopping the video, manually navi-
gating through the video segment (by time or frame

increment), and manipulating the video playback speed
(in frames per second). In this experiment, the user con-
trols were accessible via manual input (mouse) only.

The annotation palette consisted of several pages, or
tabs, of the annotation labels available; each tab repre-
sented a single category of annotations. Once an object
in the video had been identified, a participant would se-
lect the appropriate category tab, choose an annotation
tag, and click the associated button. Annotations could
be made to the video in any state (i.e., play, pause, or
stop) and at any speed. Both the tab switching and an-
notation tag selection in the annotation palette were ac-
cessible through either manual input (i.e., clicking and
button pressing) or speech-enabled input (described be-
low). Independent of mode, tab selection resulted in
displaying the selected tab. When an annotation was
made, no visible changes were apparent in the video,
but the selected annotation (whether manual or speech-
activated) was indicated by a visual button depress. In
this exploratory study, no mechanism for editing or
deleting annotations was provided in either mode.

The speech-enabled input component consisted of
a modified Nuance speech recognizer agent (Nuance,
2002) on a separate networked Windows computer.
Subjects wore a head-mounted, close-talking micro-
phone while seated in front of the Solaris workstation.
A Java interface was used to communicate with the an-
notation palette and a speech feedback GUI, a small
window that provided minimal indication of the state
of the speech agent. This allowed subjects to select
items in the annotation palette orally, without using the
mouse.

The modified client accepted a simple grammar con-
sisting of a keyword and one or more identifiers. (The
keyword, the verb record, was a substitute for the al-
ternate push-to-talk method that would not allow for
completely hands-free annotation.)

record <tab> <annotation tag>

where either<tab>or<annotation tag>was optional,
but at least one was required. The vocabulary size was
42 words, comprising a single keyword, 3 tab names,
and 28 annotations (an annotation could require multi-
ple words, as in the annotation “valley or trench”). The
annotation vocabulary was based on a selected subset
of a standard listing of annotations. The tab names were
fabricated to represent categories of the annotation sub-
set. Table 2 lists examples of valid commands and their
resulting actions.
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Figure 1. Participant view of the MSIIA system as configured for experiment.

Users could make an annotation via speech even
when that particular annotation was not visible on the
screen. (In manual mode, a user was required to select
the tab, search the annotation list, and physically click
on the button next to the desired annotation tag.) This is

Table 2. Examples of speech commands and ensuing actions.

Spoken command Physical action

“record terrain” • Annotation palette displays
Terrain tab if not already
visible

“record terrain valley or trench” • Annotation palette displays
Terrain tab

• Presses the <Set> button for
valley/trench annotation tag

“record valley or trench” (same as above)
• Annotation palette displays

Terrain tab

• Presses the <Set> button for
valley/trench annotation tag

an advantage of speech interfaces over GUIs and DMIs;
users can identify and select objects not on the screen
as well as identify and manipulate objects from large
sets (Cohen, 1992). However, well-designed manual
interfaces can also provide some of these features.

Upon arrival, participants read and signed a con-
sent form. They were then asked to complete a short
questionnaire designed to gather background informa-
tion on age, gender, professional status, skill/familiarity
with imagery analysis, skill/familiarity with the MSIIA
system, skill/familiarity with speech-enabled input,
etc.

The participants were given a hardcopy of an
overview of the experiment and the MSIIA system
while the experimenters read it aloud. The ensu-
ing hands-on training session guided the participants
through the use of the MSIIA system and a simplified
identification and annotation task similar to the actual
experimental task. The training provided experience
both with manual input and speech-enabled input. The
training also helped the participants become familiar
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with the annotation tag sets. A guide with hints on how
to identify images was provided as well.

The experimenters read task instructions to the par-
ticipants and gave them a half-hour time limit to com-
plete each of two trials. Half of the participants started
with a trial in manual input mode and then did a trial
with the addition of speech-enabled input. The other
half did the reverse. The experimenter observed the par-
ticipant during both sessions, provided assistance, and
recorded critical incidents (discussed further below).

After each trial, the participants completed a one-
page questionnaire based on that particular trial mode.
While the majority of the questions were Likert-scale,
several open-ended questions were also included. After
both trials were completed, the participants were asked
to answer another set of questions comparing the two
modes. Finally, the experimenter asked for questions,
comments, and other feedback during a short interview
period.

Methodology: Metrics and Data Collection

We wanted to test whether the MSIIA system aug-
mented with speech-enabled input would lead to better
and faster task performance and that participants would

Table 3. Categorized metrics used as a basis for this experiment.

Category Metric Definitions, notes, examples

Efficiency Time on task Assumes the half hour time limit did not create ceiling effect

Image identification and
annotation efficiency

• Playback speed

• Video state (stopped, playing, paused)

Quality Task outcome (precision) Precision = (# images accurately marked)/(# images marked)

Task success Task completion (recall) Recall = (# images accurately marked)/(# markable images in master key)

Perceived task completion Subjective value based on questionnaire

User satisfaction Task ease Subjective value based on questionnaire

User expertise Did user know how to use system and each feature?

Expected behavior Did the system/input mode work as expected for this task?

Future use Would the participant use the system/input mode again? Regularly?

Usability Critical incidents Critical incident is any event, positive or negative, fatal or non-fatal, which interrupts task
execution

Errors • Using controls incorrectly

• Marking an image and then wanting to edit or remove that annotation

• “Wrong path” errors

• Using incorrect speech “command” or trying to do or say something system or speech
recognizer does not understand

Repair activities Attempt to backtrack or correct an error

User feedback Comments made during or after experiment

be more satisfied than with just mouse input. We de-
fined five high-level metric categories: efficiency, qual-
ity, task success, user satisfaction, and usability. These
categories were adopted and modified from those estab-
lished by the DARPA Communicator project (Walker
et al., 2001). Each category consisted of one or more
quantifiable metrics such as time on task, precision,
recall, and several user-rated perceptions. A complete
listing of categories, their associated metrics, and def-
initions is detailed in Table 3.

The evaluation focused on both quantitative and
qualitative, anecdotal reactions. The pre-experiment
questionnaire provided quantitative background infor-
mation on the participants. The two test trial question-
naires and the final questionnaire provided quantitative
data on user satisfaction and perceived task completion.

The MSIIA system was instrumented to record each
time-stamped annotation event and associated data
such as frame number (for purposes of indexing), the
annotation tag, playback speed setting (frames per sec-
ond), and state of the video tool (whether stopped, play-
ing, or paused). Time on each task was recorded as well
as overall experiment time. Quantitative background
data from the questionnaires (pre-experiment question-
naire, two trial questionnaires, and the post-experiment
questionnaire) were tabulated.
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Table 4. Efficiency-related results supporting Hypothesis 1. Users were able to play the video at faster speeds when speech
was available. A paired, one-tailed distribution t-Test was used, on a sample size of 8, to determine significance.

Category Metric µmanual µspeech Resulting relationship Significance St dev

Efficiency Time on task 24.38 min 23.31 min µmanual > µspeech None

Image ID (playback speed) 7.51 fps 15.36 fps µmanual < µspeech 0.01 0.17

Annotation (play/stop) 0.09 0.34 µmanual < µspeech None

The automated logfiles were parsed and analyzed
to calculate precision, recall, image identification ef-
ficiency (playback speed), and annotation efficiency
(play-to-stop ratio). To calculate precision and recall,
annotations in the logs were compared to a master an-
notation file. Each annotation was marked as correct,
incorrect or missing. Where more than one annotation
was made for the same image, the first was ignored
(attributed to an error), and the second was consid-
ered. Precision scores were computed as the number
of images correctly annotated divided by the number
of images annotated. Recall was computed as the num-
ber of images correctly annotated divided by the total
number of annotations in the master annotation file.

During each of the experimental sessions, we ob-
served the participants and made notes of critical in-
cidents, errors, and repair activities related to the task
and to usability of the system. (These errors and ac-
tivities were not automatically recorded for this exper-
iment.) We also recorded participants’ comments and
questions. Interviews, based on open-ended questions,
gathered data on participants’ reactions to speech-
enabled input as well as to the system and the task
itself.

Results and Discussion

All participants in this experiment were male engineers,
ranging in age from 22 to 40. All were inexperienced in
areas of domain, task, and specific technology. None
had ever been involved in airborne surveillance and
reconnaissance activities nor had any performed im-
agery analysis prior to this experiment. None had seen
or used the MSIIA system before, but two had heard of
it. Only one participant had used speech-enabled input
in his work, and then only once or twice.

Hypothesis 1. People can annotate images in video
segments faster with the MSIIA system augmented
by speech.

Quantitative results indicate that participants in this
study might be able to annotate images faster with
speech. On average, participants spent less time on
the task when speech-enabled input was available al-
though the difference was not significant according to
a paired, one-tailed distribution t-Test. See Table 4.
Image identification efficiency, however, was signifi-
cantly higher in speech mode. This means that users
were able to play the video segment at faster speeds
in speech mode. There is some indication that anno-
tation efficiency could also be higher when speech is
available; participants paused or stopped the video less
often when making annotations.

Rudnicky reported that there is no evidence support-
ing speech as an advantageous modality in terms of an
aggregate measure such as time on task although it is
consistently faster at the level of single input opera-
tions (1993). He attributed this difference to the added
costs of non-real-time recognition and error correction.
Oviatt’s research suggests that error detection and cor-
rection is the crucial factor in determining task com-
pletion times (Oviatt, 1994). Karat et al. (1999) also
believe that examining error detection and correction
is important in explaining differences in modalities.
They have found that measures such as time on task,
which include error detection and correction times,
favor keyboard/mouse input devices over speech. In
their study examining errors, they showed that the aver-
age number of corrections in speech tasks was slightly
higher than for keyboard/mouse tasks, and the length
of time to correct these errors was much longer in
speech tasks. They noted that participants tended to cor-
rect keyboard/mouse errors in text entry within a few
words of having made it. In contrast, some participants
reported they were not always aware of misrecogni-
tion in speech tasks. Mellor et al. (1996) plotted task
completion times against speech recognizer word ac-
curacy and showed that task completion times decrease
with increasing recognizer performance. They believe
that speech could potentially provide equivalent perfor-
mance times to manual mode inputs if word accuracy
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were closer to 94%, given the task-specific vocabulary.
In a different type of task study comparing voice con-
trolled to mouse controlled web browsing, Christian
et al. (2000) observed that voice browsing the web (nav-
igating slide shows and hierarchical menus) took an
average of 1.5 times longer than mouse browsing even
though error rates (for both missed and misinterpreted
commands) were low.

Our experimental system did not support direct cor-
rection of annotation errors (i.e., no delete or edit func-
tions were available). However, the user could make
other, correct annotations in addition to the incorrect
ones, in essence making a meta-correction. Thus, the
above discussion of error correction times can still be
considered relevant to our experiment, and our partic-
ipants made annotation errors in a number of ways.
In manual mode, a participant could select the wrong
tab in the annotation palette or the wrong button as-
sociated with an annotation tag or make an annotation
in the wrong video frame. The user would notice al-
most immediately when he selected the wrong tab (de-
sired annotation tags were not visible on the selected
tab), and correcting that error simply involved select-
ing another tab. Selecting an incorrect annotation tag
might not be as easily detected since there is no sup-
port for visualizing annotations made. Detecting the
wrong video frame might be impossible for the same
reason.

Ignoring speech recognition errors for a moment,
these same errors of intent also occurred in speech
mode. However, an incorrectly selected tab did not al-
ways pose a problem unless the user actually wanted
to scan the contents (since tab selection was not a pre-
requisite to selecting an annotation on that tab). De-
tection of these errors involved a shift of focus and a
time delay; the user either had to look in the speech
feedback GUI for the recognized text or look at the
changes in the annotation palette (tab switch and/or
button depress). Some users ignored (or did not notice)
the feedback, but others paused to divert their attention
to the speech feedback GUI, thus reducing the benefit of
having speech-enabled input available for an eyes-busy

Table 5. Results on quality and task success. There is no supporting evidence that people can annotate better with
the addition of speech in this experiment. A paired, one-tailed distribution t-Test was used, on the sample size of 8,
to determine significance.

Category Metric µmanual µspeech Resulting relationship Significance St dev

Quality Task outcome (precision) 0.36 0.31 µmanual > µspeech 0.05 0.04

Task success Task completion (recall) 0.84 0.81 µmanual > µspeech None

situation where users need to focus on the task at hand.
Error corrections involved repeating the command or
issuing a command for another, correct annotation or,
alternately, using the mouse.

Participants in speech mode also experienced other
types of errors including forgetting to use the command
word (‘record’), choosing an annotation that did not ex-
ist in the annotation palette, using the wrong phrasing
for an annotation, and recognition errors. Again, detec-
tion of these errors involved diverting attention from
the video window to other windows, and correction
involved repetition. We did not record errors (mouse
or speech), detection time, or correction time in this
experiment.

Hypothesis 2. People can annotate images in video
segments better with the MSIIA system augmented
by speech (Better is defined as target items more
accurately annotated.)

Our results do not support our second hypothesis that
people can annotate better with speech. Both quality
and task success metrics were lower for the speech task.
See Table 5. The average precision score was slightly
lower, and the average recall score was significantly
lower.

A study by Karat et al. (1999) showed no statisti-
cal difference in quality between modalities. In their
experiment, users composed text using speech recog-
nition and keyboard and mouse where users had the
ability to make corrections in both modalities. We be-
lieve that the lower recall and precision scores in our
experiment can be attributed to the lack of undo and
editing capabilities combined with insufficient experi-
ence by naı̈ve users in an unfamiliar domain. According
to Karat et al., the most common command used is the
undo command. Our participants expressed frustration
at not being readily and unambiguously able to identify
images in the video. Images were difficult to discern
because of poor focus and resolution of the video, level
of viewable detail, and lack of familiarity with airborne
surveillance tasks. For example, upon seeing a roof-less
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structure, a participant might immediately think it was
a damaged house. As the video camera zooms in for a
closer look or gets a different angle, construction ma-
terials may become visible, indicating that it is a house
under construction. Similarly, vehicles (such as cars,
vans, buses, and trucks) were not often immediately
distinguishable.

When users had speech available, they often blurted
out the first thing that came to mind, resulting in
recorded annotations that were not always correct.
Since editing and undo capabilities were not provided,
participants could not correct errors other than by mak-
ing multiple annotations on the same image. In man-
ual mode, users more often paused the video to divert
their attention to the annotation palette where they were
forced to click through tabs and search lists for specific
annotation tags. During that process, they were often
visually reminded of tags they might not have remem-
bered, and they had ample time to think about the image
and change their mind. (This explanation was provided
via interviews.) It is not the case, however, that partic-
ipants made more annotations in speech mode. In fact,
they made slightly fewer annotations (an average of
28.6 annotations in manual mode versus an average of
25.6 annotations in speech mode) which tended to be
correct less often than in annotations made in manual
mode.

Hypothesis 3. People prefer speech-enabled input
to manual input when annotating images in video
segments in the MSIIA system.

Participants liked the speech-enabled input. They felt
it made it both faster and easier to annotate images in
the video clips. The user reports are consistent with
the efficiency results in Table 4. Note that statistical
significance is shown only for user ratings of annotation
speed.

An important question is how users choose among
multiple candidate input devices. In our study, when
speech input was available, participants chose speech
over manual input to make all annotations. Rudnicky
(1993) reported that users preferred speech to other
modalities (when given the choice among speech, key-
board, and scroll bar as input devices) even when it
was less efficient in terms of overall task time and er-
ror detection and recovery. Participants possibly based
their preference on input time rather than on overall task
time. He ruled out the novelty effect by showing that the
preference for speech increased over time. However,

longer utterances resulted in a decreased preference
for speech. Perhaps users were willing to ignore addi-
tional costs of errors only to a certain degree. Mellor
et al. (1996) compared task completion times to ASR
performance and observed that users preferred speech-
enabled input even when ASR performance was poor.
In fact, speech-enabled input was favored over other
modes of input despite its lower performance.

Table 6 itemizes user satisfaction results from ques-
tionnaires completed both during and after our exper-
iment. After each trial, participants were asked to re-
spond to questions based on that particular mode. At the
end of the experiments, the participants were asked to
compare the two modes in terms of annotation ease, an-
notation efficiency, and navigation. Normalized scores
for each question are shown for both modes. These
scores are combined into overall scores corresponding
to our user satisfaction metrics: task ease, user exper-
tise, and expected behavior. Several participants com-
mented that the additional modality (speech) was very
effective in reducing the necessity to navigate controls
and in allowing them to focus more on the task. They re-
marked that having to use the annotation controls man-
ually was a diversion of attention. In fact, while partici-
pants used the navigational controls to stop, pause, and
rewind the video less often, on average, when speech
was available, Table 7 shows that there is no statisti-
cally significant evidence to support these participants’
perceptions.

Overall, however, participants found the task easier
to do in the manual mode and also believed that their
annotations were more accurate. We have no explana-
tion as to why participants thought the overall task eas-
ier to do without speech,2 but perceptions on accuracy
are consistent with recall and precision measures in
Table 5. Negative comments centered on the lack of
confidence participants had for the accuracy and tem-
poral precision of the speech-enabled input. The rec-
ognized speech appeared as text in the speech feedback
GUI, but the delay was considerable enough that par-
ticipants often doubted their annotation was recorded
in the correct frame. One participant commented that
he never even bothered to wait for feedback for some of
the longer strings, and so he was never quite sure that
all of his annotations were correctly captured or even
captured at all. In general, participants were more con-
fident of image identification and annotation accuracy
in manual mode.

Participants felt they were less sure of system be-
havior when using speech mode. They did not always
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Table 6. Normalized user satisfaction results from questionnaires administered during and after experiment. A paired, one-tailed distribution
t-Test was used, on the sample size of 8, to determine significance.

Preferred mode

Category Metric µmanual µspeech Sig St dev During After

User satisfaction OVERALL task easea 0.65 0.61 None Manual

Ease in image ID 0.49 0.54 None Speech

Ease in finding tags 0.71 0.54 None Manual

Ease in annotating 0.77 0.82 None Speech Speech

Speed in annotating 0.70 0.86 0.05 0.11 Speech Speech

Correct image ID 0.39 0.34 None Manual

Correct annotating 0.64 0.5 None Manual

Enough time 0.84 0.77 None Manual

Ease in performing task 0.64 0.54 0.02 0.08 Manual

Less navigation needed N/A Speech

OVERALL user expertiseb 0.67 0.71 None Speech

Training 0.71 0.79 None Speech

Navigating 0.63 0.63 Equal

OVERALL expected behaviorc 0.80 0.73 None Manual

System responded 0.81 0.72 None Manual

Knew what system was doing 0.78 0.75 None Manual

Future use Data incompleted

aRoll-up of scores pertaining to ease, speed, time allotment, and task.
bRoll-up of scores from questions on training and navigation.
cRoll-up score on system response and expectations.
dThis question was asked orally of some of the participants but not all.

Table 7. The effects of mode use on navigation of video controls. While participants paused, stopped, and rewound the
video more often when speech was not available, results using a paired, one-tailed t-Test show no significant difference.

Category Metric µmanual µspeech Resulting relationship Significance St dev

Efficiency Navigational factor (i.e., count of 11.29 8.88 µmanual > µspeech None
pause, stop, rewind)

know what the system was doing and believed that the
system did not always respond as expected. These sen-
timents are closely related to the previously mentioned
feedback issue.

We did not ask every participant whether he would
use the system again. Those we asked said they would
use the system with speech again if several things were
improved. The noted list of improvements included:
bug fixes in the video playback mechanism, speech-
enabled input added to high-level navigation controls
(i.e., stop, pause, and play), annotation visualization,
the ability to edit or delete3 annotations, and better
feedback from the speech recognizer. These are de-
tailed in the following section on usability.

Usability

During the experiment sessions, we asked each of the
participants to comment on the system, the task, and
the input mode, and also to speak freely about what he
was doing. In addition, an observer recorded critical
incidents including errors and attempts at recovery.

As discussed, when speech input was available, par-
ticipants chose speech over manual input to make all
annotations. Several participants, however, occasion-
ally used the mouse to switch between tabs on the
annotation palette but then used speech to make the
actual annotations. Those who exhibited this behavior
claimed that the physical action of switching tabs with
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a mouse click gave them more time to read the contents
of each tab since they were not quite familiar with the
annotation tag sets. Once they found the desired anno-
tation tag, they used speech to select it since they could
speak while moving their gaze back to the video.

Participants noted that they tended to pause or stop
the video much less often when speech was available
and were able to play the video at a higher speed. (These
reports are consistent with the data analysis shown in
Table 4, where the play-to-stop ratio is higher in speech
mode although not significantly so, and playback speed
is significantly higher.) Speech-enabled input allowed
the participants to focus their eyes and attention better
on the playing video. As one user reported, “I started
and stopped the video less with speech. I was watching
faster and pausing less. In manual mode, I kept missing
the video if I tried to navigate the tabs on the annotation
palette.”

One of the biggest concerns was the lack of confi-
dence users had for the accuracy of the speech recog-
nizer. To validate that their speech was correctly recog-
nized, the users were forced to wait for visual feedback
of a text string in the speech feedback GUI window.
Because the recognized string appeared several sec-
onds later, users were not sure when and where the
annotations had been made. In manual mode, the users
assumed the annotation was made immediately after
they clicked the button next to the selected annotation.
In speech mode, button presses were visually simulated
after speech recognition, but this was both after a de-
lay and also not necessarily in the visual field of the
user. Likewise, users believed that annotations could
be made as fast as they could click the annotation tag
buttons, but they were not convinced that all of the spo-
ken annotations were actually recorded because of the
time lag. Since there was no support for annotation vi-
sualization, participants could not determine in which
video frame the annotation had been made and even
whether the annotation had been made at all.

As reported earlier, some participants also wanted
the ability to undo an annotation, particularly in speech
mode, where they were more likely to say something
quickly and incorrectly. In contrast, manual mode,
which required pausing video playback and clicking
through the annotation palette, gave the participants
more time to think about the correct annotation.

Participants speculated on how speech-enabled in-
put could be even more effective. In addition to want-
ing faster and more accurate speech recognition, they
wanted the ability to use speech shortcuts for long

annotation tag names or synonyms for vocabulary they
were less likely to remember. Some users guessed that
speech would probably be more useful for a similar but
more complicated task, i.e. a more complex annotation
palette with more categories (tabs) and a larger tag set.
Of course, success with this more complicated task
assumes that users are domain experts—more knowl-
edgeable about imagery identification and more famil-
iar with the tag set.

Most of the participants also expressed a desire to
have speech-enabled input available for video naviga-
tion at a high-level (e.g. to control play, stop, and pause
functions). None felt that the speech recognition was
accurate and fast enough to use for more fine-grained
navigation such as manipulating a slider to alter speed
or to advance one frame at a time.

All participants said they would like to use speech-
enabled input for performing a task similar to the im-
agery analysis and annotation task if it were faster and
more accurate, and if there were better feedback mech-
anisms for both speech recognition and annotation vi-
sualization. In addition, an editing or undo capability
would be highly beneficial at whatever level of confi-
dence users had for the speech-enabled input.

Conclusion

The results of our experiment suggest that adding
speech to a multi-windowed video annotation sys-
tem such as the MSIIA might enable people to iden-
tify images in videos faster than with just the mouse
alone. Participants were not able to annotate better with
speech, however, and we believe this can be attributed
to poor feedback and visualization, the unavailability
of undo and editing capabilities, and also the lack of
task and domain expertise. Users liked having speech
available and felt that it made it both easier and faster
to annotate the images because the second modality
kept their eyes free and hands free so that they could
focus more on the task. When speech input was avail-
able, participants chose speech over manual input to
make all annotations although some participants used
the mouse to select tabs.

This formative study indicates that speech-enabled
input, as a second modality, could potentially lead to
improved performance and increased user satisfaction
of naı̈ve and expert domain users on more complicated
tasks. We believe that we have not fully tested our hy-
pothesis that speech recognition can be a cognition-
enabling technology. We plan to use the feedback from
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this experiment to improve the MSIIA system with
speech-enabled input by adding speech to more com-
ponents of the system, enabling access to correction
mechanisms, supporting visualization of representa-
tions of annotations, and improving feedback. In ad-
dition, to simulate real world tasking, for future ex-
perimentation we will increase the complexity of the
annotation tag set, provide better domain training to
naı̈ve users, and eventually use real imagery analysts
as participants in our studies.
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Notes

1. Beatrice Oshika, Personal communication, January 22, 2002.
2. An anonymous reviewer suggests that participants might have

found the task easier to do without speech because it allowed
them to avoid making a decision on which input modality to use.

3. The MSIIA system does provide the ability to delete annotations.
However, the experimenters found that including this capability
would have added an extra layer of unnecessary complexity to
both the task and the associated training of naı̈ve users.
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